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MyFrenchFilmFestival: Spotlighting Swiss
Doc ‘Before Summer Ends’ and Director
Maryam Goormaghtigh
Goormaghtigh set out to make an immigration doc, but found a more universal story
waiting to be told
By Jamie Lang

CREDIT: UPSIDE DISTRIBUTION

Perhaps it was just wishful thinking, or lust for warmer temperatures, that was cause for organizers of this
year’s MyFrenchFilmFestival to select so many summer-themed films for UniFrance’s annual Paris-based, and
online streaming event. Or maybe there were just a lot of really good French-language films about summer
over the last 18 months.
Maryam Goormaghtigh’s bromance road-trip “Before Summer Ends” is technically a documentary, but
edited to look and feel like a fictional feature. It is a France-Switzerland co-production between Paris-based
4 A 4 Productions and Geneva’s Intermezzo Films. International distribution is being handled by Upside
Distribution, with domestic responsibilities falling to Shellac.
The film follows three Iranian expats living in Paris, as one of them, Arash, prepares to go back to Iran,
because he is struggling to acclimate to Parisian culture. In hopes of convincing him to stay, or perhaps
more honestly as a final hoorah, his two best friends Hossein and Ashkan convince him to take one final road
trip to the south of France, to show him a side of the country he’s never seen.
Along the way the three share poetry, flirt with waitresses, sleep under the stars and attend rural festivals.
Eventually the three come across two free-spirited musicians, Charlotte and Michèle, and the earliest sparks
of desire, the kind for which there is no possibility of anything long-term, start to burn.
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Hossein, already happily married, cheers his friends on from the sidelines, until an unwelcome phone call

